
Handmade Creations Made in Italy



Cleopatra Line

Artisan Bag

The Cleopatra handcrafted bag is made of lime yellow silk satin, turquoise silk satin

(present in the flap of the bag) and black gold embroidered devorè. The turquoise flap of

the bag covers a large frontal space of Cleopatra. Above it, moreover, there is a black

velvet bow with decoration; at the opposite end, adjacent to the right side of the bag,

there is another black silk satin bow with Swarovski application.

Near the internal opening of the bag, there is a yellow tulle band on which a black lace is

placed. The back of the bag, similar to the front, has a black lace and two shiny

applications placed on the left and right side. The handle is quite rich and elegant like the

rest of the bag; its main feature lies in the alternation of pearl gray and black colors,

intertwined with gold embroidered devorè and elegant black lace.

The inside of the bag, rigorously worked by hand, is equally complex and rich in details.

The main color of the interior is electric blue, which creates a lively contrast with the

presence of white decorative lace that surrounds the pockets. There are three capacious

pockets, which allow greater versatility; the pockets are made with the same colors as

the bag, and finished with the gold embroidered devorè that embellishes every detail.

The Cleopatra handcrafted bag presents its beauty and attention to detail on the outside

as well as on the inside. Each creation by Maria Giovanna Barrano is in fact handmade,

with Made in Italy manufacturing.

Unique pieces, not replicable.

Retail Price: 1123,68 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions:

Single Piece

Height: 10 inch, Width: 15 inch, Depth: 4,7 inch

Country of Origin: Italy



Cleopatra Line

Artisan Belt

The Cleopatra handcrafted belt belongs to the Cleopatra line also composed of the bag

and the hat.

As a feature of the entire line, the Cleopatra belt is also extremely elegant and whimsical.

The peculiarity of it lies in the difference of the two sides, which give it a singular look and

style compared to all the other belts, thanks also to the presence of the gold embroidered

devorè. Its bright colors and numerous shiny decorations embellish the Cleopatra belt

and complete the Cleopatra line as a whole.

The Cleopatra handcrafted belt, characterized by the difference between the two sides,

is made up on the left side of a simple band in black eco-leather, the right side, on the

other hand, takes up the style of the Cleopatra bag flap and is made up of three silk satin

pleats blue and gold embroidered devorè.

The left and right side of the belt converge in a shiny gold application that is placed at the

center of the belt and the stylized bow handcrafted in black eco-leather.

Each seam is carefully finished with black lace that completes and embellishes the

elegance of the belt. Finally, the interior is made of blue eco-leather and is defined by

black lace placed near the seams.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 224,75 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions:Total circumference: 37 inch, Fit circumference: 16-18,9-21,7 inch

(4 adjustment hooks), Thickness: 4,3 inch (part in faux leather).

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Cleopatra Line

Artisan Hat

The Cleopatra handcrafted hat belongs to the Cleopatra line, also composed of the bag

and the belt. The Cleopatra hat is imposing and with an oriental charm. The brim is

characteristic for the extremely sophisticated fabric; the gold embroidered devorè

entirely covers the surface itself. To break the gold devorè, there is the pearl gray silk satin

that gives a refined contrast.  The two bows displayed on the brim, and near the dome,

are handmade with pearl gray silk satin and silver-colored glittered tulle on which are

placed two small shiny blue jewel brooches. The Cleopatra hat made by Maria Giovanna

Barrano is a unique, original, unrepeatable and strictly Made in Italy work.

The base of the Cleopatra artisan hat is made with black rigid, which gives support to the

hat. The exterior is covered with pearl gray silk satin (on the outside and inside of the

dome) and black silk satin (on the inside of the brim). The brim is made of pearl gray silk

satin with gold embroidered devorè; the edge of the brim is also covered with black lace.

The dome, in pearl gray silk satin, is surrounded at the end by a border of sequins.

Between the brim and the dome, there are two hand-crafted bows: in pearl gray silk satin

and silver-colored glittered tulle, on which are placed two small blue jewel brooches.

The inside of the hat is carefully finished and decorated with extreme care: a black lace

surrounds all the internal edges.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 153,65 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Circumference: 22 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Elizabeth Line Handcrafted

Bag and Purse
The Elizabeth bag is made of black and blue silk satin. In the central part of the bag there

are folds in faux paied Ginger stretch fabric, which cover a large surface of the same and

give brightness to the bag. The folds converge in a jewel brooch with cameo, which

contrast the dark colors. On the left side, there is a ruffle of satin pleats with black polka

dots; another blue silk satin ruffle is present in the upper part of Elizabeth and at the

opening. The back is pretty simple: characterized by black silk satin, it is broken up by a

top band in faux paied black Ginger stretch fabric. The asymmetrical handle, very

particular, is created with two fabrics that echo the bag: half is made of blue silk satin, the

other half is in black Ginger paied stretch fabric. The handle is completed and made more

original, with a handmade blue silk satin bow on which a shiny electric blue application is

placed; the same application is placed nearby. The interior of the Elizabeth bag is rather

complex and rigorously handcrafted by Maria Giovanna Barrano and decorated with

extreme care. There are four large pockets, each of which finished with lace and ruffles.

At the left end of the pocket there is a bow, on which a green shiny application is placed.

Each seam is fully decorated. Finally, the bottom is created in shiny blue eco-leather. The

purse, included with the Elizabeth bag, echoes the style and color of the bag. Made with

the same fabrics as the bag, only the bottom is made of the black cloth. A silk satin

bundle is positioned on the front of the purse on which rests a bright, colorful brooch. At

the far right, there is also a small bow with a blue polka dot lace. Unique, handmade, non-

replicable products. Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 697,30 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 11,8 inch, Width: 13,8 inch, Depth: 3,5 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Handcrafted Elizabeth

Line Belt

The Elizabeth handcrafted belt belongs to the Elizabeth line also composed of bag

and hat. The peculiarity of this belt lies in the shiny black fabric that makes it elegant

and elegant. The jewel brooch placed in the center makes it extremely sophisticated.

Each Maria Giovanna Barrano product is a unique, original, handcrafted and

rigorously Made in Italy work.

The Elizabeth belt is made of black faux leather and Ginger faux paied stretch fabric.

The central part has a soft fold that gives momentum once the belt is worn.

Numerous folds converge in the center on which the shiny jewel brooch is placed. 

The brooch has numerous beads on the base, and several shiny applications.

The inside of the belt is finely decorated with black lace. In addition, there are four

automatic buttons that ensure a correct closure of the belt.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 230,50$

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions:Total circumference: 31,9 inch, Fit circumference: 25,2 inch, Thickness: 3,1 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Handcrafted Hat

Elizabeth Line

The handcrafted Elizabeth hat with green brooch belongs to the Elizabeth line, which

also includes the bag with the purse, the belt and another hat.

This hat, created with black silk satin and Ginger glittered faux stretch fabric, takes up

the style of the bag, but with a more jaunty touch. The Elizabeth hat is designed for a

lively and elegant woman; the green jewel brooch gives a touch of color and breaks the

black of the hat.

The handcrafted Elizabeth hat with green jewel brooch, is made with the rigid, which

gives support and base to the hat; this is then entirely covered in black silk satin.

The ornament present between the crown and the brim is characterized by a singular

border, since half is made of Ginger paied stretch fabric and half with black lace with

white polka dots (which takes up the lace present on the side of the Elizabeth bag).

Finally, the green jewel brooch completes the hat's original design, giving it a touch of

brightness and color. The interior is made of blue cloth and rigorously finished with black

lace in the edges and at the seams.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 112,30 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Circumference: 20,9 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

with green jewel brooch

Single Piece



Handcrafted Hat

Elizabeth Line

The Elizabeth handcrafted hat with polka dot ribbon belongs to the Elizabeth line also

composed of bag and purse, belt and hat with green jewel brooch.

This hat has in the crown the black Ginger faux plaited stretch fabric, a characteristic

fabric of the Elizabeth line.

The design is very simple, the prevalence of black is broken by the black and white polka

dot satin ribbon. Two small shiny rhinestones are applied on top of the polka dot ribbon.

The Elizabeth hat, elegant in its simplicity, is a unique work handcrafted by Maria

Giovanna Barrano. The handcrafted Elizabeth hat with polka dot ribbon, made of black

cloth, is lined with black silk satin. The brim, very simple in silk satin, has a small decoration

with elegant black lace on the edge. The crown, on the other hand, is covered with a faux

paied black Ginger stretch fabric. Between the crown and the brim there is a seal with

black satin ribbon with polka dots that breaks and gives color to the hat. Two shiny

rhinestones are also applied in correspondence with a decoration made by hand by

Maria Giovanna Barrano with a polka dot satin ribbon.

The interior, rather simple, in black silk satin, is finished in every seam with elegant black

lace. Unique products, handmade by Maria Giovanna Barrano, not replicable.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 118,20 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Circumference: 19,7 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

with polka dot ribbon

Single Piece



Enagaia Line Handcrafted

Bag, Purse and Belt

The Enagaia handcrafted bag in eco-leather recalls a typical Spanish motif. The

predominant colors are black and red of the lace. The bag is large finished in every

detail. The front of the bag is in red lace and evokes the shape of a butterfly. The central

decoration is in eco-leather and with black satin ribbon, all embellished with a stone

brooch. The black lace finishes the top, inside and outside. To give brightness and

elegance, Murano Swarovski crystals have been inserted over the black lace.

Unique, handmade products. Each product made by Maria Giovanna Barrano is a

unique and handcrafted work, strictly made in Italy.

In the back of the bag, in black eco-leather, Maria Giovanna Barrano has added a

further detail: two black roses embroidered by hand. Inside, in addition to the eco-

leather layer and the felt layer, there is a layer of white cloth, all completed with three

pockets. For such an impressive bag, a thick, elegant and two-tone shoulder strap was

chosen, half in silver and the other half in gold. The shoulder strap has a length of 114

cm. Together with the bag you will also find the purse and the belt of the same line. The

purse, which takes up the shape of the bag, has a side knot also in red lace finished with

lace. Above is a white and silver floral themed brooch. The inside of the purse is black.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 685,40 $ (Bag and Purse) - 165,50$ (Belt)

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 11,9 inch, Width: 16,5 inch, Depth: 4 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Handcrafted Bag, Purse and Mask

Line Maria

With a very elegant and refined style, the name of this bag is Maria.

Its main colors are ivory, white and blue. This bag represents the best jewel of the Maria

Giovanna Barrano collection. The MARIA bag is made entirely by hand, the fabrics used

are white and blue satin, rebrodè blue lace and ivory satin ribbon.

The bag, purse and mask are all coordinated, belonging to the Maria line and cannot be

sold individually. The front exterior of the Maria bag is characterized by the whimsical and

elaborate closure of the bag, in which there is a drapery with rebrodè blue lace. The blue

satin ribbon, the two rows of Swarovski, embellish and surround the blue and ivory rose in

handmade satin, and containing white beads inside.

The central part of the bag is made up of a white satin base, and finished with rebrodè

blue lace. The corners of the bag are made of blue satin. In one corner of the bag, there is

an ivory bow with various decorative applications. Inside the bag, there is a pocket

decorated in blue and finished with elegant lace and ivory ribbon. There are two shoulder

straps. A silver color, particularly decorated and whimsical; the other in dark gray and

blue woven fabric. The purse, smaller than the bag, is white and made with eco-leather.

The various decorations reflect the style of the bag. But it is also a unique piece, like the

Maria bag. The mask, coordinated with the line, is made in three layers: non-woven fabric,

white satin and rebrodè blue lace. Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 661,90 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 6,3 inch, Width: 14,6 inch, Depth: 4,3 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Andreanne Handcrafted

Bag and Purse

The Andreanne handcrafted bag and purse, in bright orange and blue colors, lights up

and enhances any type of outfit. With an imposing and harmonious design, it is

characteristic for the orange glitter tulle present at the opening of the bag. The numerous

satin ribbons with various colored patterns embellish the bag. The shiny jewel brooch with

floral decorations placed in the center, rests on a handmade interweaving of orange

shiny eco-leather and ribbons.The Andreanne bag and purse are created in orange and

blue shiny eco-leather. The front is characterized by a peach pink satin ribbon from which

the orange glitter tulle that covers the edges of the opening protrudes. The closure is

ensured by a flap made by hand in glossy orange eco-leather, on which stylized

handcrafted bows in white satin ribbon and white and orange polka dot satin ribbon are

applied. A floral jewel brooch is placed on the flap, in the central part. The handle is made

of shiny blue eco-leather, embellished with a handmade satin ribbon bow with polka dots

on which a small green jewel brooch is placed. The back has its peculiarity in the sides

that are made of peach pink and white satin ribbons, decorated with elegant white lace.

The inside of the bag, rather simple, is made of glossy orange and blue eco-leather,

without pockets. The purse with a stylized shape is created in blue shiny eco-leather, has

a singular orange flap, enriched by various folds in shiny eco-leather, blue satin ribbon

and shiny jewel brooch. Unique, handmade, non-replicable products. Made in Italy: made

in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 531,90 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 11 inch, Width: 15,8 inch, Depth: 3,1 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Natasha Artisan Bag

The Natasha handcrafted bag in orange eco-leather, designed and created by Maria

Giovanna Barrano is a majestic bag full of details and decorations that make it even more

original. Adorned with many details it is made with ribbons and lace and the side rings are

heart-shaped. Angelica is a two-tone bag: orange eco-leather and pearl gray synthetic

fur. Unique, handmade products.

The Natasha handcrafted bag in faux leather and fur is a typically winter bag, ideal for a

woman who loves elegance and whimsy. It was handmade by mixing orange eco-leather

and pearl gray synthetic fur. On the front there is a bow with a pin sewn on it. In such a

large and capacious bag, pockets cannot be missing, in fact the excellently finished

interior, in white cloth, has three large pockets in orange eco-leather and silver and white

lace trim. Thanks to the pockets it is possible to arrange the objects inside in a

comfortable and orderly manner. The shoulder strap has its own peculiarity, because it is

varied and handmade. In fact, there is a silver-colored chain, a gold-colored chain with

rhinestone decorations and another in eco-leather. The length of the shoulder strap is 84

cm. Together with the bag included in the price you will find the purse of the same line.

The purse, different from the bag, is all in orange eco-leather, finished in black lace both

inside and out. In the center of the opening, the purse has a pearl of white jewelery that

gives it elegance and femininity. Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 815,50 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Length: 12,6 inch, Width: 19,3 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

in faux leather and synthetic fur

Single Piece



Clelia Artisan Bag

The Clelia handcrafted eco-leather bag is impressive and purely winter, for a woman who

loves elegance and red. The bag is in fact made of red eco-leather with a special detail at

the top, a white synthetic fur with a python-effect eco-leather handle on top, also used on

the base of the bag. The front is embellished with a stylized bow with a delicate pink and

white colorful brooch on top embellished with rhinestones.

Each product made by Maria Giovanna Barrano is a unique and handcrafted work,

strictly made in Italy. The handmade Clelia bag in eco-leather is ideal for the winter

period. It is elegant and with a particular shape. The inside of the bag has been made with

a layer of eco-leather, felt and white cloth and has four pockets that allow you to arrange

the most important items more comfortably, in order to find them easily. The inside of the

bag is finished in white lace. It is a comfortable and roomy bag with a gold-colored

shoulder strap and a length of 88 cm. Inside the Clelia bag you will find the purse, also

handmade, in this case with python-effect faux leather. The stylized lid is enriched by a

turtle-shaped brooch embellished with rhinestones, which gives the purse brightness and

elegance. The interior is finished with white cloth and the finish is in white lace. Each

product is made by the artisan hands of Maria Giovanna Barrano who passionately

dedicates herself to the creation of bags and purses for women who want to feel unique.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products. 

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 531,90 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 13,4 inch, Width: 17,7 inch, Depth: 4 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece
in faux leather and synthetic fur



Anastasia Handcrafted Bag and Purse

The Anastasia handcrafted eco-leather bag, designed and created by Maria Giovanna

Barrano is ideal for a woman who loves elegance and whimsy. Anastasia is a two-tone

bag: the opening is in pearl gray, while the right side features a synthetic fur finish. The

rest of the bag is white in color.

The Anastasia bag in faux leather and fur is a two-tone bag. The pearl gray and white,

with cold colors, make you think of a woman of the royal past; the detail of the brooch

evokes this figure. To give brightness to the bag are the rhinestones and Swarovski

points of light present on the outside of the bag. In the front part of the lid there is a white

bow in cloth and lace. In such a large and capacious bag, pockets cannot be missing, in

fact the excellently finished interior contains 5 pockets of different sizes. The peculiarity

of the shoulder strap lies in the alternation of gold and black colors and has a length of

91 cm. Together with the bag included in the price you will find the purse of the same

line. The purse is large with a white lid with Swarovski rhinestones and a colorful brooch.

Like the bag, the inside of the purse is finished in white cloth and white lace. It is soft but

supported laterally by a layer of felt.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 744,60 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 13 inch, Width: 15,8 inch, Depth: 4 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

in faux leather and synthetic fur

Single Piece



Federica Handcrafted Bag

and Purse

The Federica handcrafted bag in military green eco-leather is large and roomy. It is

characterized by a play of antique pink satin ruffles. In the upper part of the bag there are

strass threads and a satin knot completed with a purple Murano glass button. In the

central part there are other buttons in Murano glass, of two different sizes. On the back of

the bag there is a large pocket with a Murano glass button on top.

Each product made by Maria Giovanna Barrano is a unique and handcrafted work,

strictly made in Italy. The Federica handcrafted bag in eco-leather is particular thanks to

the antique pink ruffles that break up the main color, military green. The bottom is in black

eco-leather. The opening of the bag with the zipper and the capacity make it ideal for a

woman who prefers comfort without neglecting the elegance of the details. The interior is

characterized by layers of felt and dark blue cloth, all finished with four pockets and a

dark blue lace trim. The internal pockets allow you to better organize the items inside the

bag. The shoulder strap is in brass color and has a length of 105 cm. Together with the

bag you will also find the purse of the same line but with its own uniqueness. The top of

the purse has a black lace and rhinestone finish. The base is finished with antique pink

satin ruffles and black lace trim. The back of the purse is in black eco-leather and the

interior is made with a rigid black fabric.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 672,60 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 14,6 inch, Width: 16,1 inch, Depth: 5,1 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece



Claudia Artisan

Bag and Purse

The originality of the Claudia handcrafted eco-leather bag lies in the play of ruffles and

lace. The lid of the bag is blue with a drapery of handcrafted pleats and a round of cream-

colored lace, all enriched with a stylized bow and a rhinestone flower. The rest of the bag

is dark green with black and white polka dot ruffles.

The Claudia handcrafted bag in faux leather is a comfortable and capacious shoulder

bag. The shoulder strap is made with two different types of silver-colored chains and has

a length of 98 cm. It is a very special bag, entirely handmade with details for true

connoisseurs: lace, ruffles with polka dots and flower-shaped brooches. Inside the bag

you will find the purse, from the same line, roomy, comfortable and unique details

compared to the bag. The peculiarity of the purse that distinguishes it from the bag is

represented by blue and purple bows, a Swarovski button and a pink candy lace around

it. The lid, sides, back and bottom are blue while the front of the bag is dark green. The lid

is lined with black cloth, the finish is in black lace, the underside is in soft eco-leather with

a white lace finish and the bottom is in felt.

Unique, handmade, non-replicable products.

Made in Italy: made in Sicily with craftsmanship.

Retail Price: 660,80 $

Artist Creator: Maria Giovanna Barrano

Creation Date: 2021

Dimensions: Height: 14,6 inch, Width: 13,4 inch, Depth: 6,7 inch

Country of Origin: Italy

Single Piece


